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We maintainbuildcraft, design, build & craft.

									
									We are a tech development house based in Singapore. Your tech aspirations are waiting to be brought to life. From websites and mobile applications to design and development till launch and marketing, we can walk this journey together.
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						WHY CHOOSE US

					

					
						
															
									
										
											
												
													
												

											

										

										
											
												Adobe Master Certified Designers

											

											
												With our team of Adobe Master Certified Designers, we have shown proficiency in terms of design for marketing content. Through our experience, our content creation has never failed to attract.

											

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
												
													
												

											

										

										
											
												Google Certified Marketers

											

											
												With our team of Google Certified Marketers, be rest assured that you're in the right hands. We have shown proficiency in terms of digital marketing, utilizing the right keywords to get your advertisements to the right audience with maximum traction.

											

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
												
													
												

											

										

										
											
												HubSpot Certified Marketers

											

											
												With our team of HubSpot Certified Marketers, we've got you covered in both marketing and sales. Being proficient with HubSpot, we execute a vast range of strategies such as social media marketing, content management, web analytics and SEO. 

											

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
												
													
												

											

										

										
											
												Microsoft Certified Excellence Developers

											

											
												With our team of highly experienced Microsoft Certified Excellence Developers, we have no doubt in managing any .NET based Framework. We are extremely confident in delivering to the best.

											

										

									

								

														
						

					

				

			

		

	

	
		
			
				
					
						WHAT WE DO

						Our Services

					

					
						
															
									
										
											
										

										
											SEO

											Increase visibility organically with our assured growth in search engine results 

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											SEM

											Promote websites by increased visibility in search engine results pages through paid advertising

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											WEB AND APP DEVELOPMENT

											Conceptualise design ideas that bring simplicity and user friendliness to complex road blocks 

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											BUSINESS CONSULTANCY

											Wide and diverse experience in many industries that can give you an edge against your competitors

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											PROPOSAL WRITING

											Professional Writing for government assistance scheme to communicate more effectively for support

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											CCTV MOBILE EYE

											Innovative CCTV with app-based and web-based system for live monitoring

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											DATA PROTECTION JOURNEY

											Fabrication of Data Protection Policies for Compliance Purposes

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

											Execute all visual design stages from concepts to final hand-off engineering 

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											ECOMMERCE

											Taking advantage of the digital age, we bring your offline business online, scaling your business beyond traditional means

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											FACEBOOK MARKETING

											To achieve your required crowd and push visitors to your online or offline platforms, using the biggest social media platform to target consumers for B2C and B2B is definitely a "WIN".

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											LINKEDIN MARKETING

											Use Linkedin Advertising to achieve corporate decision-makers and experts. LinkedIn ads give you an edge in awareness, traffic, and pushes conversions.

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											INSTAGRAM MARKETING

											To stimulate curiosity in your products and facilities, use the most visually engaging platform. Capture eyeballs with efficient social media advertisements on Instagram's news feed.

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											GAME DEVELOPMENT

											Fully certified Unity 3D game developers are under our wings to create marketing based games to increase a higher traction rate for our clients. 

										

									

								

															
									
										
											
										

										
											INFLUENTIAL MARKETING

											Word of Mouth marketing has always been a key instrument for every company and the contemporary day variant of it is micro-influencer marketing. Understanding that Omni marketing is needed for campaigning, we have established and worked with influentials to make our marketing approach holistic.

										

									

								

													

					

				

			

		

	

	
		
			
				
					
						WHAT WE DO

						SOME OF OUR NON-NDA WORKS
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											Clients Served

										

									

								

														
									
										
											
										

										
											451,087,874

											Lines of Codes
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											Bottles of Pokka Green Tea
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                            Fill in your details and we will get back to you shortly.
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